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Insurance companies employ entire departments
dedicated to avoiding paying healthcare costs; this is
where they make their profits. Doctors and hospitals
spend 40% of their time and overhead arguing with
insurance companies concerning prescribed treatment.
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health insurance spends 20% or more in overhead;
shareholder profits, exorbitant CEO pay, and endless
advertising. Publicly administered programs are more
efficient with only 2% overhead costs.
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Other countries have single payer or something similar,
and get much better healthcare at a much lower cost
because they are much more efficient.
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in the same network, so there will be no more nasty
surprises or denials.
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How will we pay for this? The same way we pay for
Medicare now, through taxes: 95% of us will pay less in
taxes than we currently pay in premiums and other out of
pocket expenses.
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Medicare now, plus dental and vision. If voters want
more covered they can vote for that through the
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otherwise cannot afford private insurance, you will still
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Isn’t this socialism? No, in fact it is excellent for a free
market economy, benefiting enterprise, business and
employees all at once. No longer bound to an employer
for the sake of insurance benefits, potential entrepreneurs
are free to start businesses. Businesses no longer have to
deal with health benefits; Medicare for All will free them
to focus solely on their business. And unions become
stronger as they are no longer forced to accept lower
wages in exchange for employee health benefit packages.
Finally, having all providers in the same network will
mean true free competition between providers and more
choice for consumers.
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